
Leadership and the power of YES! 
Lisa Starr, Justin Li, and Camilo Daza Manga, University of Southern California 

Leadership is more than being in charge and saying yes to more responsibilities.  This 
interactive session will combine leadership, the art of observation, and even 
improvisation.  Just participating at this ALD conference confirms that you are a leader 
but join this session to kick it up a notch!!    

 
 

I. Welcome and Introductions (Lisa) 
a. Warm up 

II. Exercise one (Justin): YES AND… building on ideas 
a. Break  up into smaller discussion groups of about 5 or so 

i. Each group will discuss an idea for an ALD event at their institution.  
Everyone will contribute but they will always begin their idea with 
YES AND… 

1. Everyone in the group needs to contribute and continue to 
go around the group for about 4 minutes (depending on the 
size0 ALWAYs to start with YES AND... 

b. At the end 
i. Have each group share what they observed about their group with 

the exchange 
ii. How did the conversation work? 
iii. Did you feel heard? 
iv. Do you believe you listened more, or less by building on the other 

ideas? 
v. How can this apply to meetings you have in ALD? 

III. Exercise Two:  Find the leader (Camilo):  Observation and teamwork 
a. Break up into smaller groups of about 10 or so people.  

i. One person from each group volunteers to go out of the room 
ii. Tell the remaining members of each group that they need to pick a 

leader. The leader will start a movement and the whole group must 
follow, IE patting their head. After a few seconds, the leader 
changes the movement IE hops from one foot to another in one 
spot, and the group will follow. 

iii. The person who left the room will come in and will have been told 
that they need to try and determine who the leader is, who is 
change the movement.  This will go on for about 5 minutes or until 
the leader is figured out.  



b. At the end: 
i. Ask the person who was finding the leaders: 

1. What they observed about the group? 
2. What was the most challenging? 
3. Was there stress in that position? 
4. What did they like about the position? 

ii. Ask the group: 
1. What did you notice about the group? 
2. What roll did the group play for the leader? 
3. What role did you play for the group? 

iii. For the leaders: 
1. What was the objective? 
2. Was it stressful being in this roll? 
3. What did you like about this roll? 

iv. ASK EVERYONE: 
1. What did you learn that could be applied to ALD? 

IV. Activity Three:  Zip, Zap, Zop (Lisa – with Justin and Camilo):  Listening, 
concentration and reaction 

a. Break into small groups 
i. First person says ZIP and claps hands to point to someone else, 

the person they point to does the same hand gesture and says 
ZAP, but it can’t be back at the person who just said ZIP to them, 
then that person says Zop with the same hand gesture to another 
person in the circle. This continues quickly as possible without 
stopping.  If anyone misses saying the word, or saying them in the 
correct order, or finding a new person to point to, they are out.  
Continue until you have two people.  If you have more groups then 
you combine the winning teams until you just have two people.  

b. At the end: 
i. What did you learn with this activity? 
ii. What was the hardest part about this activity? 
iii. What was fun about the activity? 
iv. How can you apply any of this to your ALD activities? 

V. Wrap up 
 


